Designer prescription glasses Are within Budget Now with OpticalNext
OpticalNext presents Designer prescription glasses to fit pockets
Leading NY-based online prescription eyeglass store OpticalNext is offering luxury
eyeglasses at just 1/3 rd or 1/4th of the price paid for branded glasses usually. The
store also promised guaranteed prescription accuracy.
New York, NY - July 20th, 2016 - Stylish eyeglasses are no doubt amazing yet it’s often
the pricey tag that comes in between. But not anymore- Leading online eye-glass store
OpticalNext has assured to extend designer branded RX glasses at highly pocket-friendly
rates. Glass fashion just got wee easier.
“We know how much you love to sport to
trendy eye-glasses but it’s the usual
expensive price
tags that play the spoilt sport here. In most
of the cases, even if you manage to end up
with one, you have to wait till you get a
fitting occasion or dress to complement it.
How about having different designer glasses
to complement your different moods or
needs and that too without costing an arm or
leg? Sounds impossible, right? But no- here
at OpticalNext, we bring to you a wide range of luxury RX glasses but at just 1/3rd or 1/4th of
the price you pay for branded glasses usually”, smiled the leading sales official from
OpticalNext.
The New York-based online eye ware store is focused on super savings for the customer with
its different cost-reduction strategies, without compromising on quality and style. All the
optical products offered at the store are delivered directly to the customer’s door which saves
the storage, middleman and advertising costs- that further allow a convenient budget pricing
for the customers.
“Now you can easily have a series of trendy glasses to fit different occasions or moods, say
one for your college, one for parties with buddies and another one for family occasions- all
that without asking for extra pocket money from your parents.”
Speaking further, the sales official stressed on providing the customers with guaranteed
prescription accuracy. He mentioned of taking to state of the art manufacturing techniques
and rigorous quality-control checks on every product.
“Backed by seasoned optometrists, eyeglasses designers, and I T experts, we can always
assure you the best quality in prescription eyeglasses. We have well-trained and highly
skilled ophthalmic technicians for our lens lab as OpticalNext is all a bout best-assembled
spectacles at highly affordable rates.”
There are both men’s and women’s glasses as well as a separate section for unisex glasses. In
regards to the frame material, the customers can choose from plastic or metal or a
combination frame. Interested visitors can try out the Virtual Try-on section on the

OpticalNext website to find out the most fitting frame according to face-cut and complexion,
before placing the order. The OpticalNext manager revealed about their free gifts with every
order. A pair of eyeglasses from the store would be accompanied by a free of charge scratchresistant coat which would otherwise charge around extra $30-$50 at regular local stores.
A microfiber cleaning cloth and a stylish eyeglass case would also come for free with the
package.
To order your new luxury prescription eyeglass from Optical Next, please visit
http://www.opticalnext.com

